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This special issue addresses High Performance Business

Computing (HPBC), which is the application of models,

methodologies, tools and technologies of High Perfor-

mance Computing (HPC) (e.g., Hager and Wellein 2010) to

business problems. Its neighbor discipline, High Perfor-

mance Technical Computing (HPTC), has already found

entrance into a variety of scientific disciplines, offering an

impressive portfolio of results and further research oppor-

tunities. For example, in medicine the cure for Alzheimer’s

disease may come from a leap forward in HPC as

researchers have started surveying an immense number of

genomes and assembling these back into pictures, requiring

a huge amount of data (680 GB per genome) to be pro-

cessed (German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases

2017; Hopkins 2017). In biophysics, scientists have

resolved the HIV-1 capsid’s chemical structure through

parallel molecular dynamics simulations on a supercom-

puter (Zhao et al. 2013). In earth system sciences,

researchers have succeeded in simulating the world-wide

weather with extreme high resolution (870 m) (Yashiro

et al. 2014) and in simulating and visualizing hurricanes for

the purpose of forecasting (National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research 2018). In astrophysics, researchers

explore the universe with radio telescopes and make use of

graphics processing units (GPUs) to process huge volume

of data (160 GB/s) (Square Kilometre Array Project 2019).

Acknowledging the advantages and potential that HPC

brings to many sciences through technical computing, one

might wonder whether HPC also has the potential to

address substantial problems occurring in business research

and economics. Interestingly, HPC has already contributed

to the computational branches of several subfields of

business research and economics. For example, in com-

putational economics researchers have started using

supercomputers to calculate complex economic problems

by approximating high-dimensional functions and solving

systems of non-linear equations (e.g., Eftekhari et al.

2017); models of such sizes cannot be calculated using

conventional methods. In computational finance, HPC even

has a tradition with its history going back to the 1990s

(e.g., Zenios 1999; Dempster et al. 2018). An obvious

application field of HPC is (big) data analytics and machine

learning, where huge amounts of data acquired from sen-

sors, mobile phones, social networks, etc., are analyzed for

describing phenomena, predicting developments, and

informing strategic decisions. The availability of massive

volumes of data, increasing HPC processing capabilities,

new machine learning and data mining approaches, and

new software frameworks for data processing, such as

Hadoop, have led to research activities and avenues for

business analytics, social network analysis, global health

management (e.g., Wang et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016).

They further allow moving from offline analytics to real-

time analytics. Finally, in the fields of management science

and operations research, computing clusters have been used
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to execute parallel algorithms for a broad set of both the-

oretically and practically relevant problems in scheduling,

logistics, and further application fields of optimization and

simulation (e.g., Gendron and Crainic 1994; Aldasoro et al.

2017).

While HPC has gained entrance into business research

and economics, it is still far away from being an estab-

lished and appropriately well exploited research approach,

despite its large potentials for these fields. The scientific

development and practical deployment of HPBC is useful,

if not even necessary, for essentially three reasons, which

condense the aforementioned arguments:

• The fields of business research and economics become

increasingly computational with the advent of large

volumes of data and the pervasion of computing

resources in business, scientific and social environ-

ments. Expectations and business opportunities that

result from these developments include the potentials of

real-time decision making (e.g., for IT security infras-

tructure protection and financial stock trading), solving

computationally hard optimization problems (e.g., in

production and logistics), and analyzing huge volumes

of data acquired from sensors, mobile phones, and

social networks (e.g., for social network analysis, fraud

detection and business analytics).

• Second, HPC infrastructures, tools, libraries, and ser-

vices are becoming commodity goods offered by

computing centers of universities, public cloud provi-

ders (e.g., as part of Amazon Web Services, Microsoft

Azure, and the Google Cloud Platform), and open

source communities (e.g., Apache Hadoop framework).

The high relevance of services enabled through HPC is

stressed by the recent acquisition of the supercomputer

pioneer Cray by Hewlett Packard Enterprise.

• Third, the end of exponential growth in single processor

core performance, which has been a key driver of the

economic and technology-advancement cycles over the

past decades, marks the end of the dominance of the

single microprocessor in computing, and the era of

sequential computing must give way to a new era in

which parallelism is at the forefront (Fuller and Millet

2011). However, sequential programs will not benefit

from increases in processor performance that stem from

the use of parallel processing capabilities.

In this special issue, one research paper and an interview

provide insights along these lines. In the article Efficient

Model Points Selection in Insurance by Parallel Global

Optimization using Multi CPU and Multi GPU, the authors

apply parallel computing to a problem occurring in asset

liability management in the insurance sector. In the inter-

view with Utz-Uwe Haus, who is senior researcher at the

CRAY European Research Lab, we discuss issues such as

the success factors for exploiting the potentials of HPBC,

recent technological developments and challenges, as well

as business models for making HPBC available to

industries.

Acknowledging that a) future enhancements in com-

puting performance will come methodologically primarily

from parallelization, b) business research and economics

need to exploit computational performance enhancements

to address several of its problems more effectively and

efficiently, and c) massive parallel computing and HPC

capabilities become commodity goods for researchers, we

believe and hope that early success stories in HPBC will

encourage researchers to step into HPBC and to shape a

promising and exciting field of research.

We also welcome further submissions on HPBC in the

BISE-Department Decision Analytics and Data Science to

follow this Special Issue.
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